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Life 



Introduction  

• The good life is one in which what someone does 
and feels leads to and is constitutive of their 
fulfillment, also called happiness. Such 
happiness is neither primarily an experience; 
nor is it found as a consequence of following 
moral laws.  

• Rather, happiness is fundamentally an activity: 
it is the state of the person who is living without 
hindrance the life that becomes a human being 



Human as Social Beings 

• To be human is to be social, that is to say it is to 
live in a community. As Aristotle put it: “That 
which is genuinely and not just nominally a 
community (polis or city-state) must concern 
itself with virtue. Otherwise, the community 
(koinonia or solidarity) is a mere alliance... The 
community (polis) is intended to enable all to 
live well, meaning by that a perfected and 
independent life.” 



Individual and Society 

• To put it even more strongly, individual people 
do not make a society: society makes the 
individual. It is society that gives someone the 
language, rationality and symbols that make 
their individuality possible; it is these things that 
enable them to make themselves, possess 
themselves and be free.  



Their Relations 

• This is also to say that a healthy society is one 
that establishes the right path between radical 
individualism (there is no such thing as society) 
and totalitarianism (there is only society); and it 
is one that encourages critique from its citizens 
since that is part and parcel of its ability to feed 
the life of those who live in it. 



Indian Wisdom 



Indian Approach 

• In Indian tradition we can find a good discussion 
of Good Life and Good Society in the following 
texts: 

• (i) Panchatantra 

• (ii) Hitopadesha 

• (iii) Jataka Katha 

 

• We will discuss here the major aspects of above 
mentioned text. 

 



(i) Panchatantra (पन्चतन्रम ्/ 

Panchatantram) 
• Panchatantra (पन्चतन्रम ् / panchatantram) 

stories are famous among young and adults alike 
all over the world. Panchatantra was written in 
Sanskrit in 200 BC by a great Sanskrit scholar 
named Vishnu Sharma. It traveled to Persia, 
Greece and then Europe. Since the original 
composition, it has been translated into more 
than 50 languages and is famous in many 
countries.  

 



Conduct in Life 

• Panchatantra is a collection of animal stories 
(fables) each giving valuable insight into politics, 
moral code of conduct, and practical wisdom. In 
essence it teaches Neeti Shashtra or A Book Of 
Wise Conduct In Life, through animal stories. It 
teaches the practical aspects of life like - 
understanding people; choosing reliable friends; 
coming out of difficult situations wisely; and 
living in peace while facing deceit, hypocrisy and 
many problems in life.  
 



Five Tantras 

• The five tantras in Panchatantra are:  
• Mitra Bheda / ममरभेदः / mitrabhedaH 

(Enstrangement Of Friends) 
• Mitra Samprapti / ममरसम्प्राप्तः / 

mitrasampraaptiH(Winning Of Friends) 
• Kakolukiyam / काकोलूकीयम ्/ kaakoluukiiyam (Of 

Crows & Owls) 
• Labdha Pranasam / लब्धरणाशम ्/ 

labdhapraNaasham (Loss Of Gain) 
• Aparikshita Karakam / अपरीक्षितकारकं / 

apariikshitakaaraka.n(Rash Deeds) 
 



Teachings of Panchatantra  

• Panchatantra has five tantras or 
principles/formulas. Each tantra starts with a main 
or root animal story with other stories inside the 
story. The main story forms the basic frame of the 
entire tantra. The characters in a story tell other 
stories, based on different situations or contexts.  

• The thread of stories completes one tantra. Each 
story gives valuable insight into politics and 
practical wisdom as the essence or moral of the story 
is always close to what a person will face in day-to-
day life.  



(ii) Hitopadesha (हितोपदेश / 
Hitopadesha) 
• Hitopadesha (हितोपदेश / hitopadesha) is a 

collection of animal stories which are famous 
among young and adults alike. It was written in 
Sanskrit (11th or 12th century AD) by the 
Sanskrit scholar Narayana Bhatta.  

 



Major Branches 

• Just like Panchatantra, intention of Hitopadesha is 
to cover major branches of political wisdom, moral 
code of conduct, and practical wisdom. Hitopadesha 
has the following four sections:  

• Mitra Laabha / ममरलाभः / mitralaabhaH (Gaining 

Friends) 

• Suhrudbheda / सुरुभेधः / surubhedhaH (Causing 

Dissension Between Friends) 

• Vigraha / विग्रिः / vigrahaH (Separation) 

• Sandhi / सपन्ध / sandhi (Union) 

 



Stories 

• Stories in Hitopadesha are mostly derived from 
Panchatantra. Out of the five tantras in 
Panchatantra Narayana Bhatta adapted stories 
from four tantras. Besides this he added 18 more 
stories to his compilation. Besides Panchantra, 
stories and concepts from Mahabharata, 
Dharma Shashtra, Purana, and Chanakya 
Neeti have been used in Hitopadesha.  

 



(iii) Jataka Katha (Stories) 

• Jataka Katha (stories) are a collection of over 
550 Buddhist stories of wisdom preserved in 
Jatakas or Tripitaka. These were composed 
between 300 BC to 500 AD. These stories are 
written in Pali language (not Sanskrit, but said 
to be a descedent of Sanskrit language) 
spreading the wisdom of right thinking and right 
living. Though not written in Sanskrit, it should 
be mentioned along with other Sanskrit 
scriptures.  



Contents of Jatakas 

• Jataka means the birth story. It is believed that 
Siddharth before becoming Buddha, took birth 
in different forms and attained Bodhisattva. In 
each birth Bodhisattva took different forms like 
elephant, deer, monkey, bird, or sometimes a 
man. But, in each life he spread the message of 
justice wisdom, common sense, caution, trust, 
kindness, humility and compassion.  

 



Western Wisdom 



Western Approach 

• In western tradition a lots of discussion can be 
found for Good life and Good society from 
ancient time to modern time. But will focus on 
the following  two: 

• (i) Aesop's Fables 

• (ii) Plato’s Ideas  

• (iii) Aristotle’s Ideas 

 

• Now we will take a short look the above themes. 



(i) Aesop's Fables 

 
• Aesop's Fables or Aesopica refers to a 

collection of fables credited to Aesop, a slave and 
story-teller who lived in ancient Greece between 
620 and 560 BCE. His fables are some of the 
most well known in the world. The fables remain 
a popular choice for moral education of children 
today.  



 

Aesop and Indian Traditions 

 
• Aesop's fables and the Indian tradition as 

represented by the Buddhist Jataka Tales and 
the Hindu Panchatantra share about a dozen 
tales in common although often widely differing 
in detail. There is therefore some debate over 
whether the Greeks learned these fables from 
Indian storytellers or the other way, or if the 
influences were mutual.  



Stories & Concern 

• Many stories included in Aesop's Fables, such as The 
Fox and the Grapes (from which the idiom "sour 
grapes" derives), The Tortoise and the Hare, The 
North Wind and the Sun, The Boy Who Cried Wolf 
and The Ant and the Grasshopper are well-known 
throughout the world. 

• These fables focus our attention on the following 
three concerns: 

• Directions of Self-Perfection 
• Practical wisdom for living a successful life. 
• Ways of living in harmony with other beings.  

 



(ii) Plato's Concept of the Good Life 

 
• Plato's Republic describes a society that is 

completely rational, based on Plato's concept of the 
good life and developed to create and protect that 
sort of life within the context of a civil state. What 
Plato seeks in this dialogue is a definition of the 
perfect life and the perfect state to promote and 
sustain that life. The Ideal State is a concept and not 
a reality, either in Plato's time or since. Much of 
what Plato embodies in the Ideal State is probably a 
reaction to imperfections in the government and 
society of his time.  



Ideal Society 

• Plato lived in a time of turmoil and warfare, and he 
created a society that would be free of strife if it lived 
up to the ideal. The fact that few would want to live 
in the society Plato proposes may be because Plato 
ignores or subsumes human nature, and for his 
perfect society to work to protect the perfect life, it 
would have to be made up of perfect people.  

• Plato tries to address this through education and 
other means, but in the final analysis his Republic 
must remain an ideal only, and to a great extent one 
man's ideal.  

http://www.lotsofessays.com/essay_search/perfect_society.html


(iii) Aristotle on Good Life 

• The good life is a term for the life that one 
would like to live, or for happiness, associated 
(as eudaimonia) with the work of Aristotle and 
his teaching on ethics.  

• He posited an ethical system that may be termed 
"self-realizationism." In Aristotle's view, when a 
person acts in accordance with his nature and 
realizes his full potential, he will do good and be 
content.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristotle


Self-Realization 

• At birth, a baby is not a person, but a potential person. 
To become a "real" person, the child's inherent potential 
must be realized. Unhappiness and frustration are 
caused by the unrealized potential of a person, leading to 
failed goals and a poor life.  

• Aristotle said, "Nature does nothing in vain." Therefore, 
it is imperative for persons to act in accordance with 
their nature and develop their latent talents in order to 
be content and complete. Happiness was held to be the 
ultimate goal. All other things, such as civic life or 
wealth, are merely means to the end. Self-realization, the 
awareness of one's nature and the development of one's 
talents, is the surest path to happiness. 



Conception  of Friendship 

• Friendship is how the ancient philosophers 
summed up the nature of such a good society, 
and the good life that is possible within it. 
Friends are people who have the virtues - that is 
the character, dispositions and reasons - to make 
the choices that allow them in multifarious ways 
to enter into community. This is another way of 
encapsulating what the good life is, and what a 
good human is: someone who enters into 
community well so that their life is more and 
more their own. 
 



Conclusion 

• Here we have discussed the conception of good 
life and good society in details . We us both 
Indian and Western conceptions and also 
referrers the resources of these conceptions. 
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